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How Old Are the Stories We Tell?

1 People have been telling stories for a very long time. Humans

have been talking to each other for at least 50,000 years. Writing

only developed about 5,000 years ago. That means our first stories

weren’t written down. The first stories may have been told over

campfires. Perhaps they were whispered to children at bedtime.

Maybe the oldest tales were saved for special occasions and great

gatherings. We can only wonder what stories people might have

told.

2 Much later, in about 3000 BC, people learned to write. This

first writing was not literature, though. The earliest scribes kept

records of taxes and payments to the king. They wrote laws and

recorded important events. It would take some time for scribes to

begin writing stories. In 2100 BC, an epic poem was scratched into

clay tablets. It was called The Epic of Gilgamesh. We now think of

the poem as the birth of literature.

3 In the poem, Gilgamesh defeats many opponents in great feats

of strength. He takes a journey to cut down the Sacred Cedar tree.

He flirts with a goddess and makes other gods jealous. Gilgamesh

is sent on an epic quest to find the secret of eternal life. Spoiler

alert: he fails. Instead, he finds that “life, which you look for, you will

never find.” This first adventure story has no happy ending. Still,

the main character, Gilgamesh, continues to live in our

imaginations as the first literary hero.

4 Other great tales and poetry may have also been written at this

time in other parts of the world. Historians have trouble finding

ancient books, because they were often written in clay. The

Egyptian scribes used papyrus, made from a plant. Neither clay

tablets nor papyrus last thousands of years unless they are

carefully protected. Only fragments of very old tablets and papyrus

still exist. A famous library, in Alexandria, Egypt had thousands of

ancient texts. The library was burned, however, during an invasion

by Julius Caesar. War, fires, floods and other cataclysmic events

have ruined many ancient libraries.

5 You might be familiar with some of the stories from the Bible’s

Old Testament. These were originally written around 1500 BC as

part of the Jewish Torah. Because these texts were carefully stored

in synagogues and churches, they have survived.

6 Homer, an ancient Greek, wrote The Iliad and The Odyssey.

These are also written as epic poems. The stories tell how the hero

Odysseus defeated his enemies and journeyed around the

Mediterranean Sea.

7 Writers in what is now China and India were also busy. They

wrote stories that were meant to teach some kind of lesson. In

them, an older sage, or wise person, offers stories and lessons to

young people. The Indian Panchatantra, from Sanskrit čǠćȸ ,

meaning “the five essays,” dates to 200 BC. The stories include

popular fables, parables, and folktales from Hindu oral

traditions. Many of the stories feature animal characters

that act like people. Also, people frequently interact

with animals that are able to teach them

lessons.

8 The Zhuangzi, from Mandarin Chinese

ʈʂwáŋ.tsɹ̩,̀ is a collection of anecdotes, fables,

and allegories. Narrated by Master Zhuang,

the collection is now seen as important to the

Doaist philosophy. Every story has a theme,

or lesson, for the reader from wise Master Zhuang.

9 Stories from collections like the Panchatantra

and Zhuangzi were carried all over the world.

Many European fables that are familiar

to American students are based on similar

stories. Later European literature, like

the French poem The Song of Roland,

reflects the epic poetry of Gilgamesh.

In some ways, our modern adventure stories are

very similar to the first epic stories written thousands

of years ago!

3000 BC

Birth of literature

2100 BC

1500 BC

Bible written

200 BC

Panchatantra written

1100 AD

The Song of Roland written

Humans learn writing
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3 After skimming the article, the reader can predict it will be about –

A how papyrus is made

B the history of Mesopotamia through the Epic of Gilgamesh

C the history of literature all over the world

D modern literature and new authors

2 Paragraphs 4 and 5 compare texts –

F with heroic themes, like The Epic of Gilgamesh, with religious

documents like the Jewish Torah

G that were written in places like Egypt with older texts from India

and China

H that were written by Egyptian scribes

J written on poorly-preserved clay tablets and papyrus with the

books of the Torah, which were carefully guarded and stored

1 Based on the context in paragraph 4, other types of cataclysmic

events would be –

A earthquakes and meteor strikes C weddings and funerals

B rain, snow and hail D Roman legions

6 Which of the following sentences best expresses the central idea

of paragraph 7?

F Homer, an ancient Greek, wrote The Iliad and The Odyssey.

G Writers in what is now China and India were also busy.

H The Indian Panchatantra, from Sanskrit čǠćȶ ŀर, meaning “the five

essays,” dates to 200 BC.

J The Zhuangzi, from Mandarin Chinese ʈʂwáŋ.tsɹ̩̀, is a collection

of anecdotes, fables and allegories.

7 Synthesizing information from the whole article leads the reader

to understand that –

A many of the most popular stories include information about how

ancient kings collected taxes

B few stories are as popular as The Epic of Gilgamesh

C many of the stories we are familiar with today are similar to

stories that have been told for thousands of years

D older stories and poems were more interesting than modern

literature

8 Where can the reader find information about when the Song of

Roland was written?

F The introductory paragraph H The final paragraph

G Paragraph 3 J The timeline

9 Read this dictionary entry. Which meaning of scribe is used

in paragraph 2?

A Meaning 1

B Meaning 2

C Meaning 3

D Meaning 4

scribe /skrīb/

1. someone who copies

documents; writer (noun)

2. ancient record-keeper (noun)

3. to mark a line on (verb)

4. to scribe or write down (verb)
3A

9Dii

3B

9Diii

9Di

6G

4 Which statement from the article best shows that readers in other

countries knew about Indian and Chinese literature?

F People have been telling stories for a very long time.

G Stories from collections like the Panchatantra and Zhuangzi

were carried all over the world.

H Writers in what is now China and India were also busy.

J Homer, an ancient Greek, wrote The Iliad and The Odyssey.

5 The author most likely wrote the selection so readers would –

A be entertained with old stories C know how to make papyrus

B learn about literary history D become writers 10A

6C

6H
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Kaa’s Dance

The Jungle Book

by Rudyard Kipling

Scene: Nighttime in the jungle. Stage lights are set to gray and

blue. Backdrop shows dark, leafy plants covered by twisting vines.

Monkeys sit on a branch in the high background. At center stage,

right, Mowgli stands looking at his friends. Baloo, the bear, and

Bagheera, the black panther, are at stage left. Kaa, the great

snake, is center stage under a dull yellow light. Baloo drinks from a

stream while Bagheera smooths his fur.

1 Kaa: (snaps his jaws to make a cracking sound) The moon

shines yet. Is there still plenty of light for all to see?

2 Monkeys: (monkeys sway in singsong chorus) We see you

clearly and bow to you, O Kaa!

3 Kaa: Good! Begins now the Dance—the Dance of the Hunger

of Kaa. Sit still and watch, my friends of the jungle.

The yellow light follows Kaa as he slowly turns twice in a big circle.

His head weaves from right to left as his great body makes loops

and figures of eight. He coils his tail in a big mound, moving slowly.

Kaa’s eyes are focused on Baloo and Bagheera. The yellow stage

light fades and narrows to focus only on Kaa’s face. Baloo and

Bagheera stand motionless. They growl quietly. Mowgli looks back

and forth at his friends in a confused way.

4 Kaa: Monkeys! Can ye stir foot or hand without my order?

Speak now, friends!

5 Monkeys: (swaying in a singsong chorus)

Without your order we cannot stir foot or hand,

O Kaa!

6 Kaa: Good! Come all of you one step

nearer to me.

The monkeys step forward in a rhythmic way.

Mowgli cries out as Baloo and Bagheera also

step forward, closer to Kaa.

7 Kaa: Do come nearer to me, friends!

As Baloo and Bagheera move another step nearer, Mowgli crosses

behind Kaa to stand beside Baloo and Bagheera. He puts a hand

on their shoulders. Both Baloo and Bagheera snap their heads up

quickly and look to Mowgli.

8 Bagheera: Keep your hand on my shoulder, man-cub. Keep it

there, or I must go back—must go back to Kaa.

9 Mowgli: It is only old Kaa making weird circles on the dust,

Bagheera. Let us all go away from this clearing now.

Mowgli leads Baloo and Bagheera through a gap in the trees and

vines at stage left. The stage lights slowly dim. Baloo’s grumbly

voice can be heard.

10 Bagheera: He knows more than we about tricks and traps. In a

little time, had I stayed, I might have walked down his throat.

11 Mowgli: But what was the meaning of it all? I saw no more

than the big snake making foolish circles till the dark came.

12 Bagheera: Now jump on my back, Little Brother, and we will

go home. I will explain about the evil powers of Kaa and you would

do well to listen and stay far away from the snake in the future.

Mowgli climbs onto Bagheera’s back. Bagheera and Baloo walk

slowly around the stage, talking seriously and softly, so the

audience cannot hear what they say. Mowgli blinks and yawns to

show he is trying to listen. Then he lays his head down on

Bagheera’s back and falls asleep. Bagheera and Baloo walk

offstage as the lights dim.

Excerpt adapted from:

1 What is the meaning of the

word foolish in line 11?

A Full of fools

B The opposite of a fool

C With characteristics of a fool

D Not like a fool

2 The author included the

image of the snake in order to –

F scare the reader

G help the reader imagine Kaa

H show what snakes look like

J make the play prettier3C 10C
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5 Read the following sentences from line 11.

This shows that the nighttime jungle setting is important because it

adds to Mowgli’s –

A confusion C happiness

B sadness D anger

4 Baloo and Bagheera are only saved from Kaa’s dance when –

F Mowgli shakes his head H Mowgli touches their shoulders

G Kaa speaks to monkeys J they step nearer to Kaa

6 Which line from the play best indicates to the reader that the

jungle animals are hypnotized in a sort of trance?

F The yellow light follows Kaa as he slowly turns twice in a big

circle.

G He puts a hand on their shoulders.

H Mowgli: It is only old Kaa making circles on the dust. Let us go.

J Monkeys: (swaying in a sing-song chorus) Without your order

we cannot stir foot or hand, O Kaa!

3 Mowgli, Baloo, and Bagheera’s conversation at the end of the

scene would best be described as –

A rising action C a wardrobe change

B the plot problem D falling action

8 Which of these meanings of bow does the author intend in line 2?

F The main branch of a tree or bush

G A tool to play a stringed instrument such as a violin

H To bend the head or body as a sign of respect

J A ribbon or string tied into a knot with two loops

9 From which perspective is the story told in the play?

A Mowgli’s 1st person perspective C The monkeys’ perspective

B Kaa’s 1st person perspective D 3rd person omniscient

10 Based on a careful reading of the play, which character does not

have any onstage lines?

F Baloo the bear H The monkeys

G Mowgli J Bagheera the panther

7 The Jungle Book has animals that act like humans who teach

moral lessons. These are characteristics of –

A plays C realistic fiction

B fables D myths

11 Which of the following is the best summary of the play?

A The moon shines brightly on a snake named Kaa who is talking

to a group of monkeys. They seem to obey him. Kaa gives the

monkeys commands and they are afraid of him. Baloo,

Bagheera, and Mowgli watch in amazement.

B It is night in the jungle. Some monkeys have been hypnotized by

Kaa. Baloo and Bagheera are also under Kaa’s spell. At the last

minute, Mowgli releases them from their trance. Bagheera is

explaining when Mowgli falls asleep and the lights fade.

C Baloo and Bagheera have fallen under the spell of the snake

Kaa. Mowgli saves them from their trance at the last minute. As

they exit, Mowgli explains to Bagheera that they were almost

eaten by the snake.

D One night in the jungle, the snake Kaa hypnotizes the monkeys,

a bear, a panther, and a young boy. At the last minute, the boy

breaks the snake’s spell and they are all set free.

But what was the meaning of it all? I saw no more than

the big snake making foolish circles till the dark came.

8C

8B

6F

7D

9C

10E

3D

8D

9A
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The Road Not Taken

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,

And sorry I could not travel both

And be one traveler, long I stood

And looked down one as far as I could

To where it bent in the undergrowth,

Then took the other, as just as fair,

And having perhaps the better claim,

Because it was grassy and wanted wear,

Though as for that, the passing there

Had worn them really about the same.

And both that morning equally lay

In leaves no step had trodden black.

Oh, I kept the first for another day!

Yet knowing how way leads on to way,

I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh

Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I –

I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the difference.

– Robert Frost

MathWarm-Ups.com  2020 Baker & Petsche Publishing LLC

HORNET’S NEST NEWS

A Newberry Elementary School Publication

Memorizing the Classics: A Parent Shares Her View

Dear Editor,

1 My daughter is a 4th-grade student and a proud Hornet! We

love her school and love her teacher. (You rock, Mr. M!) I do have

a serious complaint, though. Kids need the classics! I think

elementary students should have to memorize classic poetry.

2 When I was 10, I memorized Robert Frost’s famous and

beloved poem, The Road Not Taken (see attached). At the time I

hated practicing it over and over again. I was terrified of saying it

aloud in front of the class. But I remember the feeling of

accomplishment I had afterwards. That night at dinner, my parents

cheered when I recited a poem they knew and loved. Now, 32

years later, I can still recite most of it. I often think about the poem

when I have a difficult choice to make. It has been like a good

friend to me over the years.

3 My daughter, of course, doesn’t agree with me about the old,

great poems. She’s happy to read the easy-peasy poems she

chooses herself. But all kids need to read the classics!

4 It exposes them to different kinds of language. Robert

Frost is speaking English, of course. But he combines words in a

different way than modern ears are used to hearing. It’s good for

kids to learn to read something more challenging.

5 The classics connect us. Part of being well educated is

knowing the classic poems, plays and books. If you have read

them, you can have great, interesting conversations with other

smart people. I love the idea of my daughter being able to discuss

Frost’s poetry with her grandma!

6 The classics are classic for a reason. When a poem has

been loved by many people for many years, it’s because it’s a great

poem! Reread the Road Not Taken if you still need convincing!

- A Concerned Mom

1 Who is A Concerned Mom

trying to convince?

A Her daughter

B Robert Frost

C Teachers at the school

D Her daughter’s friends

2 A Concerned Mom uses

paragraph 1 to –

F present her argument

G support her argument

H recite poetry

J praise the classics

May 2020 Print Edition Volume IV

9Eiii 10B
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10 Look at the following sentence from paragraph 2.

This sentence helps the reader make the connection to the poem’s

metaphor and understand that the “roads” in the poem represent –

F kinds of poems H choices in life

G different forest trails J difficulties in life

MathWarm-Ups.com  2020 Baker & Petsche Publishing LLC

5 What is the author’s main claim in the letter to the editor?

A Robert Frost is the country’s best poet.

B Children should not be allowed to read easy poetry.

C Children should read and memorize classic poetry.

D Her daughter should memorize The Road Not Taken.

4 Which words from the letter help the reader feel the author’s deep

sense of respectful appreciation for classic poetry?

F kids, teacher, student H Robert Frost, English, modern

G beloved, great, masters J terrified, hated, memorized

6 In what kind of publication was the letter published?

F An online version of an elementary school newspaper

G An online magazine about reading and education

H A print version of a small town newspaper

J A print version of an elementary school newspaper

3 Look at this sentence from paragraph 2.

The author compares the poem to a good friend in order to –

A inform the reader that she doesn’t have very many friends

B give the reader a positive feeling about a poem so teachers will

make kids memorize classic poetry

C convince the reader that kids will have more friends if they

memorize classic poetry

D encourage the reader to read more classic poetry themselves

8 Which of these is a fact the author uses to advance her claim?

F Now, 32 years later, I can still recite most of it.

G My daughter is a 4th-grade student and a proud Hornet!

H She’s happy to read the easy-peasy poems she chooses herself.

J I love the idea of my daughter being able to discuss Frost’s

poetry with her grandma!

9 What is the theme of The Road Not Taken by Robert Frost?

A Nature is beautiful with its yellow leaves and grassy paths.

B Classic poetry makes kids smarter and happier.

C Life is full of difficult choices that will change us forever.

D Don’t worry if you don’t know which road to take.

7 Within the letter, the author wrote an anecdote about –

A time spent with her daughter C her daughter’s teacher

B memorizing a poem as a child D making a choice

11 Look at the following sentence from line 8 of the poem.

What is this metaphor telling the reader about the “road”?

A The author likes to travel on grassy roads.

B This road, or path, has not been chosen by as many people as

the other.

C It is a beautiful, grassy trail through the forest.

D The road wants to wear new clothes.

10D

9B

8A

It has been like a good friend to me over the years.

10G

I often think about the poem when I have

a difficult choice to make.

Because it was grassy and wanted wear,

9Eii

9F

6E9Ei

10F
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4 Which of the following topic sentences should Marcellus include

at the beginning of paragraph 4 to make the paragraph more clear?

F Some stories are older than others.

G Watership Down is an old book.

H Gran’s favorite book is Watership Down by Richard Adams.

J Professor Gran has a favorite book.

2 What word can Marcellus add at the beginning of sentence 4 to

create a smoother transition between the first two paragraphs?

F For this reason, H First,

G Unfortunately, J Luckily,

5 The word good in sentence 17 is not precise. Which of the

following words should Marcellus replace good with?

A silly C some

B lots of D wise
MathWarm-Ups.com  2021 Baker & Petsche Publishing LLC

Marcellus wrote the following paper about a hero in his life. Read

Marcellus’ paper carefully, looking for any REVISIONS he should

make.

(1) A hero in my life is my grandmother. (2) She is an English

professor who teaches English at a college, so we call her

Professor Gran because she is a college English teacher.

(3) Professor Gran is my hero because she is the smartest person I

have ever met, and I love the time we spend reading together.

(4) We live in the same big house as Professor Gran. (5) She

lives downstairs, and we live in an apartment upstairs. (6) If Gran is

home, she comes up at night to read with me. (7) It’s my favorite

part of the day. (8) Gran always brings the books we read. (9) The

books she brings for us to read are always great.

(10) Gran loves to read the classics. (11) She jokes that she

likes things that are older than her, because they make her feel

young. (12) Gran and I have read Peter Pan, Alice’s Adventures in

Wonderland, Treasure Island, and many other great old stories.

(13) Watership Down is not as old as some of the other stories

we read, but Gran loves it the most. (14) It’s the story of a group of

rabbits and the problems they face. (15) It may sound sweet, but

the book is actually scary and sad in parts. (16) Gran says that real

life is that way too. (17) Gran is always saying good things like that.

(18) I want to be as smart as Gran when I grow up, and maybe

even be a professor like her. (19) She says as long as I keep

reading, I can be anything I want. (20) I love spending time reading

and talking with my grandmother. (21) Professor Gran is my hero.

1 How can Marcellus rewrite sentence 2 to make it more concise?

A We call her Professor Gran because she teaches English at a

college.

B We call my grandmother Professor Gran because she is an

English teacher who teaches English at a college.

C My grandmother is an English professor who teaches English at

a college, so she is called Professor Gran.

D My grandmother, Professor Gran, is a teacher at a college.

3 What is the best way to combine sentences 8 and 9?

A Gran always brings the great books, the books for us to read.

B Gran always brings great books for us to read together.

C Gran always brings the books we read, and the books she

brings for us to read we always read together are great.

D The books Gran brings, the great books.

Countdown to the 4th Grade Reading STAAR “The GAUNTLET” Series 1: Writing Supplement Page 1
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Ji-yoo wrote the following paper about a play she acted in at
school. Read Ji-yoo’s paper for any EDITS she should make. Then
answer the questions that follow.

(1) My funniest moment this year was when I fell off the stage in

a play. (2) It was at Christmas when we performed A Christmas

carol by Charles Dickens. (3) We were presenting the play during

assembly, so the whole school was there. (4) Maybe other peoples

would be embarrassed, but I thought it was hilarious.

(5) I played The Ghost of Christmas Future. (6) My job was to

show Scrooge, played by my friend Ray, how badly his future

would be if he didn’t get nicer. (7) Ms. Sandi, our drama teacher,

told me to be bold and dramatic. (8) She wanted my character to be

the most frightening. (9) Maybe overdid it a bit.

(10) As Scrooge watched his future Christmas, I circled around

trying to look scary. (11) Unfortunately, just as I swooped around

Ray, he flinged out his arms in despair. (12) His right hand hit me in

the forehead, throwing me total off balance, and pushing my wig

into my eyes. (13) I tried to steady me, but I couldn’t see anything.

(14) That’s when I stepped right off the front of the stage!

(15) At first the audience was silent. (16) They worried I was

hurt. (17) Then I popped up and yelled, “See, Scrooge, what your

mean ways have caused? (18) Ray tried to hold it together, he

started giggling. (19) Then the whole school was laughing. (20) It

was the funniest thing that has ever happened to me.

2 How should sentence 2 be

changed?

F Remove the italics

G Capitalize carol

H Change Christmas to

christmas

J Change was to were

3 What change is necessary in

sentence 4?

A Change but to and

B Delete the comma

C Change peoples to people

D Change would to wood

1 What change, if any, is needed in sentence 1?

A Change My to Mine C Change off to of

B Change when to win D Change in to during

Countdown to the 4th Grade Reading STAAR “The GAUNTLET” Series 1: Writing Supplement Page 2
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4 What change should be made

in sentence 6?

F Change badly to bad

G Change My to Mine

H Change Scrooge to scrooge

J Change was to were

5 How should sentence 9 be

written?

A Maybe, overdid it a bit.

B Maybe overdid it a bit?

C Maybe really overdid it.

D Maybe I overdid it a bit.

6 What change should be

made to sentence 11?

F Change Unfortunately to

Unfortunate

G Change flinged to flung

H Change around to arownd

J Change his to him

7 What change is needed in

sentence 12?

A Change hand to hands

B Change me to myself

C Change total to totally

D Change hit to hits

8 In what way should sentence

13 be changed?

F Change tried to trying

G Change me to myself

H Change but to so

J Remove the comma

9 What change, if any, is

needed in sentence 14?

A Change stepped to steped

B Change That’s to Thats

C Change the exclamation

point to a question mark

D Make no change11Dvi

11Dix 11Diii

11Div 11Di

11Dii 11Dv

11Dvii 11Dxi
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12 Based on the story, what can the reader tell about Ji-yoo’s

personality? Use evidence from the text to support your answer.

Read the following quote:

THINK about a time when something funny happened. It may have

happened to someone you were with or directly to you. You may

have seen or experienced something funny happening around you.

WRITE about a time when something funny happened in your life.

Be sure to:

 plan out your first draft

 organize your writing with a narrative structure

 include an introduction and a conclusion

 develop your writing in detail and be specific

 choose your words carefully

 use correct spelling, capitalization, punctuation, grammar,

and sentences

Written Composition: Personal Narrative

A day without laughter is a day wasted.

– Charlie Chaplin

Use separate paper for your rough draft and composition.
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10 What change should be made to sentence 17?

F Then I popped up and yelled, “See, Scrooge, what your mean

ways have caused”?

G Then I popped up and yelled “See, Scrooge, what your mean

ways have caused?

H Then I popped up and yelled, “See, Scrooge, what your mean

ways have caused?”

J Then I popped up and yelled, See, Scrooge, what your mean

ways have caused?

11 What change, if any, is needed in sentence 18?

A Add so after the comma C Delete the comma

B Add but after the comma D No change is needed
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